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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose alternative ways to apartments’ mass appraisal. This
work enriches the current literature by combining several techniques of data
extraction and price estimation. We are not aware of any similar work providing
an in-depth overview of the Czech apartment market.
Throughout the empirical analysis, five different methods (OLS, LASSO,
decision tree, random forests, and kNN) are applied to the dataset of 15,848
classifieds. The aim of the study is to find the most accurate method of estimating offering prices, using structured variables as well as data extracted by
text mining. We use various accuracy statistics and graphical analysis to validate our results. Tree-based methods, specifically the random forest algorithm,
results with the highest accuracy in predicting offering prices. Additionally,
text-based variables included in the model cause the reduction of errors on
linear models.
The last part of the analysis covers the main determinants of property
value in Prague and the rest of the Czech Republic. We show that prices in
Prague can be estimated with higher preciseness and with the lower number of
independent variables.
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Abstrakt
V této diplomové práci navrhujeme alternativní způsoby hromadného oceňování
bytů. Práce obohacuje současnou literaturu pomocí využití několika způsobů
sběru dat a odhadu cen. Autor nemá vědomí o žádné práci, která by poskytla
podobný přehled o českém trhu s nemovitostmi.
Pomocí empirické analýzy aplikujeme pět různých metod (metoda nejmenších
čtverců, regresní metoda lasso, rozhodovací strom, náhodné lesy a algoritmus
k-nejbližších sousedů) na datovou sadu 15 848 inzerátů. Cílem studie je najít
nejpřesnější způsob odhadu cen, pomocí strukturovaných proměnných a dat
extrahovaných z textu. K ověření výsledků používáme několik statistik přesnosti a grafickou analýzu. Metody obsahující rozhodovací stromy, konkrétně
pak metoda náhodného lesa, dosahuje při předpovídání nabídkových cen nejvyšší přesnosti. Obsažení textových proměnných v lineárních modelech navíc
způsobuje zmenšení chyb v odhadech.
Poslední část analýzy zahrnuje porovnání determinantů cen nemovitosti v
Praze a ve zbytku České republiky. Ukazujeme, že ceny v Praze lze odhadnout
s vyšší přesností a s nižším počtem nezávislých proměnných.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since investment in real estates in the Czech Republic tend to be considered
as a safe port, the popularity has risen in recent years. Convenient economic
situation and low-interest rates on mortgages have been drivers of demand
followed by offering price increase. In several regions prices have more than
doubled since the financial crisis in 2008 and a threat of price bubble has arisen.
On the ground of these facts, it is more complicated for real-estate agents
to determine a competitive price, and for investors to find an undervalued
property. The price estimation thus can easily make a difference in how fast
the property will be out of the market. Nevertheless, not all agencies have
proper tools for their day-to-day tasks. In many cases, it is impossible to find
a similar apartment with the same quality, location, or condition. Then the
complex problem of price determination based on some comparative method
comes in place. Thus the need for information on aspects affecting the market
value and their relationships can make a difference in the success and failure
of the agent or investor.
Multiple property characteristics commonly reflect determinants of prices,
and with the growth of internet access, the structured information about properties is more accessible than ever before. Real-estate agents struggle every day
with price estimation of properties based on the known facts. Moreover, smart
agents try to convince potential buyers by use of suitable language in classifieds, attach attractive photos, or even video recordings. Structured data, such
as floor area, garage, number of rooms, etc. could roughly determine the price
range of the apartment; nevertheless, they provide only a little space for agents
to present the property in a good light. On the contrary, unstructured data
enable the selling party to be creative and highlight the best of a property. At-
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tractive photos or well-written detailed description are tools which distinguish
one apartment from another. These objectives can have a significant influence
on the decision making of investors. Though, quantifying such data and using them in price modeling can be more complicated compared to structured
datasets.
The objective of the thesis is the enrichment of methods commonly used
for the valuation property appraisal in the Czech Republic. The comparative
approach may not be as efficient as many agents wish. Since every property
on the market is unique at least by its exact location, floor, orientation, or
condition, there are countless combinations of elements playing a role in the
valuation. The basic linear regression model can help with price approximation,
but machine learning (ML) approaches may provide a suitable alternative if we
want to improve the accuracy of estimates. Our analysis is applied to a sample
of apartments for sale published in sreality.cz, the largest real estate portal in
the Czech Republic. As the absolute majority of real-estate agencies posting
their classifieds in this portal, the dataset should be a representative sample
of the Czech property market. Moreover, a combination of sources would lead
to potential duplicates, as many agencies publish properties on multiple sites
simultaneously.
Although there have been several papers describing ML models for valuation, not many of them were applied to the Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
region. Additionally, every real-estate market is structured differently based
on the preferences of buyers and the country’s economic, geographic, and sociodemographic conditions. As the rising prices have changed the preferences
of investors in the Czech Republic, the analysis should provide the reader with
an outlook on the current apartment market situation.
The research is extended by the use of text mining procedures. We look
closer to classifieds’ descriptions, particularly the impact of tokens’ frequency
on the valuation. By this, we manage to understand whether unstructured text
data are influencing the offering prices of apartments. Having known that, we
should be able to help agents to improve their copywriting to enhance the popularity of the property. Finally, models in their slight alternation can detect
mispriced apartments as attractive investment opportunities. From the academic perspective, non-conventional methodology applied in the analysis and
comparison of models makes a considerable contribution to current literature,
especially in the Czech property market.
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the appraisal con-
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cepts, followed by an overview of ML problematics. Chapter 3 inspects similar
approaches used in the research and the summary of related literature. Chapter 4 covers the procedure of collecting data, including their descriptive statistics. Chapter 5 describes the methodology used in the empirical part. The
chapter is divided into four subsections: Stating hypotheses, predictive models
concepts usage, application of text mining methods, and finally, a description
of accuracy measures. Chapter 6 presents the results of the empirical analysis.
Additionally, we provide a comparison of the models used in the research and
include the limitation of the study. Chapter 7 concludes the main findings of
the thesis.

Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with basic concepts
of the real-estate mass appraisal, including machine learning and text-mining
problematics. Since the selected approach of analyzing data is not very common
yet (especially among economists), we incorporate this chapter at the beginning
of the thesis. Hopefully, we avoid any misunderstandings in any later section
of the text.

2.1

Mass Appraisal

Setting the right price of newly listed property is not an easy task even for
experienced agents. Offering price is derived from the real-estate value, which
can be determined in many ways. Valuation methods such as market value, a
value in use, investment value, assessed value and many others have developed
over time. The standard situation is that real estate agents use a different
approach based on a type of property. In a case of single-family residential
properties, the market value (sometimes referred to as exchange or sale value)
is probably the most common method. Market value denotes the amount of
cash which most likely will be paid on a given date for the property in an open
and fair market. (Schram 2006) (Gloudemans 2017) However, in the real estate
market, a transactional value could differ from an initial valuation or offering
price published in classified listings. For example, if a seller would like to have
a property out of the market in a short time, the offering price tends to be
lower disregards of the apartment’s parameters.
Mass appraisal is the process of setting the values for a group of properties
in a given time by application of standard methods on the common dataset and
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subsequent statistical testing. The concept is based on comparing a property of
interest with similar properties for sale on the market or recent transactions of
the same sort. For mass appraisal, we need a dataset of past transactions or at
least a list of offering prices. The price is determined based on property characteristics using selected data and given formula. (Gloudemans 2017) In the
optimal scenario, data used in models should cover different types of constructions, dispositions, various quality measures as well as location parameters.
Another essential factor is geographical density and similarity of environments
of properties. If we have more cases and combinations included in the dataset
based on which we infer the value of features, we achieve a higher chance of
deriving accurate price estimation.
In the Czech Republic, mass appraisal is due to historical reasons quite specific. The intense construction of housing estates and block-of-flats during the
Communism era generated a vast amount of uniform apartments with almost
identical locations. Although, many of these properties have been renovated
(which slightly differentiates them from others), many of these apartments
still have common characteristics. Therefore it makes mass appraisal in the
Czech Republic (as well as in other post-Communism countries) a bit easier.
Apartments with specific location and disposition are still very complicated to
evaluate in predictive models. Thus the optimal model should be sufficiently
general to cope with a specificity of every single property by searching for the
closest match.

2.2

Machine Learning
“Machine learning is a burgeoning new technology for mining knowledge from data, a technology that a lot of people are starting to take
seriously.”
(Witten, Frank, Hall, & Pal 2017)

In contemporary research, the machine learning (ML) gains in popularity
mainly due to the effective utilization of computational capacity available. Machine learning is the subset of artificial intelligence which trains a computer on
how to learn relations and rules from existing data. The machine executes
many mathematical operations on the sufficiently large dataset using specified
algorithms to derive results. Based on the entry data structure, ML methods
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can be separated into two categories; supervised and unsupervised learning.
While supervised learning requires training data with labels (past correct results), unsupervised learning draws an inference from a data set. (Singh &
Jaiswal 2018)
There are many other possibilities on how to distinguish categories of machine learning. Based on the types of the algorithm, we separate ML into four
segments. Classification learning is a supervised type of learning and enables
prediction of a discrete class. Associations between features can be detected
by association learning. This style is used if no kind of structure or class is
the interest. In association learning, we typically employ constraints (minimum coverage/accuracy) because there are more association rules than in the
case of classification learning. Clustering groups similar instances into clusters.
It belongs to unsupervised learning techniques and similarly as in the case of
classification learning the success is measured subjectively. Finally, a numeric
prediction is basically a variant of classification learning. Numeric prediction,
unlike classification learning, predicts numeric quantity. (Witten et al. 2017)
Even though all types are used, the majority of econometric related work is
using numeric prediction, including regressions.

2.3

Text Mining

The first text was written thousands of years ago; thus, we already have an
immersive supply of data sources. Nevertheless, the work with such type of
data is not straightforward. As textual data can be interpreted in many ways,
current analysis cannot fully detect the ambiguity of text solely by mining.
Fortunately, mining can derive at least some information hidden in the textual
data.
Text as a source of data becomes more prevalent. Current computational
power enables the processing of thousands of words in a fraction of second and
knowledge captured by the text has not been entirely (re)discovered yet.
The framework of text mining can be divided into two steps: In the first
step (text refining) we transform the text documents into an intermediate
form, which are represented by concept-based and document-based intermediate forms. While the concept-based form focuses more on the relationship
of an object within the domain, the document-based approach describes each
entity as the document. Therefore, a document-based method is easier for categorization or clustering. The second step in text mining is knowledge/data
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distillation during which we use the intermediate forms. (Tan 1999) Since text
mining is a broad topic that would be hard to cover in the scope of this thesis;
we dedicate the following lines to text refining and document-based intermediate forms applied in our research.
Text refining typically includes several techniques. Tokenization separates
the text into smaller units (typically words) as a text-mining from separated
units is easier than working with the whole document at once. Languages frequently include words that are tokenized without meaning and thus can be
excluded from the original text. We call these terms stop-words. A list of stopwords could be specific for every single language. Since there is no standardized
version of lists, there are numerous variants in all languages. English and other
commonly used languages benefit from a wide range and field-specific stopwords lists. The availability and quality of stop-word lists further decrease
with the complexity of a particular language. Moreover, for the analysis of
field-specific texts, it is preferred to have a dedicated stop-word list. Besides
removing non-semantic words, punctuations, numbers or diacritics are occasionally removed from text in the transformation to document-based intermediate forms. Stemming and lemmatization are other possible refinements of the
text. They incorporate extracting the root of words by striping out prefixes
and suffixes, which further reduces a dimensionality of the intermediate forms.
(Gentzkow, Kelly, & Taddy 2017)

Chapter 3
Literature Overview
3.1

Using ML for the Real Estate Valuation

The literature concerning the machine learning and data mining for mass appraisal has mushroomed in recent years. New models in the hands of economists
widen the possibilities of empirical research. Getting rid of regression models
opens the possibility to describe more complex relationships in the property
market. Or at least approach the problematics from a different point of view.
Since the linear regression was not able to capture all the parameters affecting the apartment prices with satisfactory preciseness, new methods have been
introduced. Park & Bae (2015) used repeated incremental pruning to produce
error reduction (RIPPER), Naïve Bayesian, and AdaBoost data mining methods
for price estimation on Virginia housing data. Even though these algorithms
are not directly linked to our models. We want to show how broad might be
the range of ML applied in mass appraisal.
A large number of categorical variables and heterogeneity of apartments
can be a crucial factor why multiple regression may not be the best tool for the
estimation. In this case, decision tree or random forests may bring more accurate results. Antipov & Pokryshevskaya (2012) compared different models on
St. Petersburg property data. The set of models included linear regression, knearest neighbors (kNN) (mean and median variant), decision tree, and random
forest. As the empirical analysis showed, the random forest method resulted in
the highest prediction accuracy. On the other hand, Fan, Ong, & Koh (2006)
also considered a drawback of tree-based methods, and it is in difficulties in
using continuous value movement. The issue with categorical variables in connection to the application of ML is elaborated by Mullainathan & Spiess (2017).
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They also described the complication of handling interaction terms in multiple
linear regression. Better RMSE values in the case of the random forest method
were outlined by Dimopoulos, Tyralis, Bakas, & Hadjimitsis (2018) as well.
Literature differs in the mass appraisal technique. Antipov & Pokryshevskaya
(2012) used two-step procedure. They started with the calculation of price
per squared meter. In the second step, they multiplied this result by the floor
area. Conversely, Čeh, Kilibarda, Lisec, & Bajat (2018), Dimopoulos et al.
(2018) and Mullainathan & Spiess (2017) used direct valuation for estimation
properties’ prices.
Pow & Janulewicz (2014) compared k-nearest neighbors (kNN) and random
forest regression to least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
model and support vector regression. For the estimation of property prices
in Montreal, they included structured data and extracted points of interest
distances. Their empirical work confirmed the better performance of ML based
methods for a mass appraisal than in the case of linear regression methods.
In spite of ML can serve as a great tool for prediction, it often fails in
the stability of parameters. The prediction model and its correct fitting is
thus highly reliable on the regularizer. Thus a small change in regularizer
function slightly can affect prediction performance though greatly affect the
model structure. (Mullainathan & Spiess 2017)

3.2

Applying Text Mining on Property Data

Text mining for mass appraisal purposes can be separated into two different
sets. By textual classification, data can be processed and texts divided into
groups based on the similarity. Nevertheless, in some cases, classification is
not helpful, and we need to transform the text into numerical data. (Stevens
2014) In spite of the fact Stevens included several classifiers. the analysis
determined multiple naïve Bayes (MNB) as the method generating the best
accuracy measures for predicting property selling prices.
Foster et al. (2013) described two approaches in text mining for mass appraisal purposes. The first method is based on the substantive analysis of the
text, requiring the lexicon of terms with positive and negative meanings. In the
case of real estate, positive indicators could be characterized by e.g., "modern",
"spacious" and similarly with negative terms. The drawback of this substantive
analysis is a requirement of a topic-specific lexicon for a particular language
which is typically not available. The second method requires less human inter-
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vention and works with concepts of vector space models. From computational
linguistics, there are extracted standard regressors, which can be further used in
combination with other explanatory variables. This method is more beneficial
if the text includes only metadata indicating the price of a property.
Incorporating textual data directly in the model is not the only approach
described so far. Abdallah & Khashan (2016) used 2 stage approach to determine property selling and renting prices. They applied text mining to predict
the errors between final prices and structured data regression estimates. This
approach had several advantages. It allowed the employment of different models in each stage, and thus, the application was a simple extension of standard
approach valuation based on structured data. In the text mining process, they
followed the basic structure. Firstly, descriptions and titles from real estate
classifieds were tokenized, English stop-words were filtered out, and n-grams
were built. For the prediction, the author used the weighted linear scoring
method. Finally, there is one more benefit of this approach. The structured
data described in the text should not have an impact on the results since they
were already covered in the first stage.
Weiss, Indurkhya, & Zhang (2015) and Abdallah & Khashan (2016) described the importance of texts for improving valuation of properties. Additional n-gram analysis showed a positive impact of words connected to landmarks or attractive city locations. While words with strong positive sentiment
predicted the higher offering price, many words with weaker positive sentiment
had a negative impact.
Nowak & Smith (2017) added textual data from the comment section as
an enrichment to their OLS and LASSO models. Via tokenization, they included unigrams and bigrams to indicate the impact of text to the property
price. Their study outlined that including information form texts significantly
improved the RMSE statistic in real estate price prediction.
Text mining is still a very novel and rarely used technique used for real
estates mass appraisal. Compared to machine learning methods, this approach
is not very common as transactional prices are not typically linked with unstructured (textual) data. Despite the fact that the recent studies have disclosed some predictive power of classifieds descriptions, the current text-mining
methodology enables to detect of only the fraction of the property’s value. Thus
token-based variables in our analysis will be perceived as a supplementary tool
for the real estate mass appraisal.
Before we move to the next section, we would like to present one slightly
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different case of employing unstructured data in classifieds price estimation.
The topic is, however, still linked to this paper. Apart from the property’s text
description, location, and other structured data, there are commonly available
property photos. The study performed by You, Pang, Cao, & Luo (2017) explored the relationship between image features and price. Both least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) and DeepWalk models suggested the
importance of location and visual factors on the price. Nevertheless, the location played a more critical role than the visual features of classifieds images.
This fact again supports our inference of unstructured data use.

3.3

Mass Appraisal: the Czech Republic

Although quite a large amount of academic papers have been published concerning apartment prices and their estimation in the Czech Republic, many of
them studied price development in time or price averages in relation to macroeconomics data. Literature with unstructured data analysis or extensive use of
ML is very limited if there exists any at all.
Zemcik (2009) performed the analysis of offering prices in the Czech Republic. The author confirmed the impact of floor area on the property price.
Nevertheless, the relation in the paper was not linear. He concluded in his
work that there is a diminishing effect on an additional squared meter to the
property price. Another approach was used by Égert & Mihaljek (2007) and
Hlaváček & Komarek (2009), who studied housing price determinants from the
macroeconomic perspective. Although there were more similar works, they are
not fully comparable with this study. This paper requires a much bigger resource of properties’ data, and the estimation is fixed to the exact day rather
than the development of prices in time.
Among the existing papers, the substantial part is focused solely on the
market in the capital city. The property market in Prague is quite specific
compared to the rest of the country. The reason can be the problem in comparison of capital with other regions and different availability of data. While
Prague provides a detailed price map of land1 and many other publicly available housing data sets, it is not a standard approach in all Czech municipalities. Prague’s price means far above the rest of the country. Property prices
in Prague are frequently studied in context with distance to the city center or
1

http://mpp.praha.eu/app/map/cenova-mapa/
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nearest metro station. As traffic jams are affecting big cities all over the world,
the importance of this factor showed to be quite high.
Lukavec & Kadeřábková (2017) showed that travel time to the city center
does not influence the price linearly. The linear regression model resulted in
a high systematic error, and thus, logistic regression provided a better fit for
price per m2 . The proximity of metro stations and distance from city forests
are other important determinants affecting Prague offering prices. Log-log
model performed on a sample of apartments confirmed the negative relationship
of these parameters to offering price (Melichar et al. 2018) Detailed analysis
of price determinants were performed by Vinterová (2013). Results of the
simple linear model supported the conclusion of the authors above; however, she
added other relevant parameters (e.g., construction type, apartment condition,
ownership form, etc.).
There are several common characteristics among existing literature:
• Non-linear models perform better in real estate valuation.
• location is the main determinant of price per squared meter of the property.
• Authors frequently focus on mass appraisal within a single city (due to
the high importance of regional differences on a country level).
• Linear scoring methods are the most common approach when using textmining for mass appraisal.

Chapter 4
Data
In this chapter, we introduce closely the dataset used in the empirical models as well as the data collection process. We also include details about all
modifications and applied filters. Finally, we dedicate some lines to descriptive
statistics uncovering the structure of data and critical characteristics of the
Czech property market.
Despite several competing real estate portals are present in the Czech Republic, the range of their offers is frequently very similar. Major real estate
agencies tend to use feeds to publish their classifieds on multiple sites to achieve
broader reach and save time by posting more than one property classifieds at
the same time. Due to these reasons, we access apartment listing only form the
largest real estate website in the country – Sreality.cz1 . Including more data
sources would automatically require the algorithm detecting duplicates among
classifieds and also caused issues with non-overlapping sets of variables.
The list of apartments for purchase is our primary source of data. We
filtered it out from all properties available. Despite many studies presented
in Chapter 3 included all combinations of flats/houses for purchase/rent, we
limited our research to this particular selection. The main reason for this
decision is the high completeness of data in observations, and the second factor
is the amount of classified available. Because especially for supervised ML
methods, the size of the sample can play a crucial role in the final performance
of the model. Additionally, classifieds data tend to be unbalanced, mainly when
we include secondary variables in the model.
However, scraping data from real estate portal have several drawbacks.
Even though offering prices does frequently differ from transactional prices,
1

https://www.sreality.cz/
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the aim of this work is not to find the actual selling prices but to determine the
competitive offering price. Complete data about transactions of apartments in
the Czech Republic are not publicly available. The cadastral office offers a free
of charge access only for specific institutions and even paid listings include little
information value about the transactions and properties. Another problem
is the date of publication. As real estate agencies refresh their listings, it
is frequently very complicated to find out how long is the property on the
market. On the other hand, our work requires textual data about properties,
and we would not be able to perform text mining approach based purely on
transactional prices.

4.1

Data Collection

The idea of extracting real estate classifieds is not brand new. There are available several widespread web-scrapers used for similar purposes. Nevertheless,
data presented in the classifieds is not completed, and the structure of a payload is not always the same. Thus our attempt to utilize these scrapers resulted
in issues with incomplete or inconsistent data. Moreover, the speed of accessing all pages with an extensive amount of styling and graphical content is
much lower than the programmatic approach reading raw data. We designed
an application programming interface (API) connector in R programming language. This scraper collected data stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format from sreality.cz application programming interface (API) and saved it
into our local storage. Dedicating some time for creating the custom solution
enabled us to get all publicly known information from the listing plus some
hidden information not directly visible in classifieds.
The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format is storing data in the nested
list structure. The one-to-many connection (between classified and some of its
parameters) typically needs some transformations before data can be used as
inputs in models. Since data collection is a time-intensive process, we have run
the script only once, therefore were collected on March 24, 2019. Nevertheless,
the whole procedure is reproducible, and we can quickly get results for more
recent data. With some investment into computational capacity or optimization of scraper itself, the script could collect updated data on a daily or weekly
basis to generate up to date results.
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Variables

Although the original list of variables had around 104 items, we excluded nearly
half of them at the very beginning. When using classifieds data, the common
issue is a low number of observations or an unusable structure for empirical
analysis. Even after this initial filtering, it was not possible to use all these
parameters. Some of them were missing for a substantial part of the sample.
Firstly, we removed columns, which were duplicates (total price, energy performance certificate), irrelevant (id, apartment inspection date...) and those
which had only a few observations (number of offices, area of a swimming pool,
minimum offering price...). From the title variable, we extracted the disposition of the property as a categorical variable. Subsequently, main categorical
parameters (ownership, material, condition and disposition) were transformed
into dummy variables. By using a detailed analysis of data structure and residuals, we restricted input data by conditions that minimize the probability of
agents’ typos and other invalid inputs in our data sample. We bounded price
by minimum and maximum values (50,000 CZK - 20,000,000 CZK. Similarly,
apartment_area was restricted by minimum of 10 m2 and maximum of 190 m2
and floor by a maximum of 50 inclusive.
In addition to structured data, Sreality.cz site also provides points of interest (POI) for some properties with a calculated distance to the nearest public
amenities. Sreality.cz belongs to a set of Seznam websites, and thus they use
information from their map portal and a companies’ directory. Therefore trustworthiness of data is higher than in other Czech real estate sites as they are
using third party services or are missing this kind of information at all.
In Chapter 3 we mentioned the importance of distance between the property
and the city center. Nevertheless, this value was not calculated directly in
our original dataset. On that account, we calculated it from the latitude and
longitude values. Using a list of cities coordinates2 , we attributed the central
point to each municipality from our dataset. Subsequently, we calculated the
distance in meters by Haversine formula (specified in Equation 2) which takes
into consideration the curvature of the Earth and its radius (r = 6 378 137 m
at the equator). Remaining parameters θ and λ denote latitude and longitude
2

https://github.com/33bcdd/souradnice-mest
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respectively. (Mahmoud & Akkari 2016)

d = 2r
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)
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After extensive data cleanup and calculations, we ended with the final list of
78 variables which could be easily divided into five groups: numerical, binary,
categorical, textual, calculated dummy. (see Appendix 1) Not all of them
are applied in each predictive model. While calculated dummy variables are
useful for the regression models, in tree-based models, we can use categorical
variables. Although, the high number of independent variables encourages us
to build complex model, we will see later in this paper that more complex
models do not have to lead to more accurate results.

4.3

Descriptive Statistics

The cross-sectional dataset amounts to 15,848 observations, which is fully sufficient for our empirical study. Even though data covers the whole country (14
regions), the distribution of observation is slightly skewed. A count of records
for the capital–Prague–is 5113 apartments. Therefore, based on our hypotheses and data availability, we provide similar research specifically for the Prague
apartment market as well.
The whole dataset is randomly divided into two main groups: training
set (80%) and control set (20%). Our algorithms use a training set to distill
the information about independent variables and their relations to price. The
control (or sometimes called testing) set is used for the determination of the
model accuracy. The well-defined model should be able to extract rules and
relations between variables. Such model should be also sufficiently general and
effectively minimize errors. Then it can predict the prices for every new set of
independent variables.

4.3.1

Structured Variables

We dedicate this section to the main characteristics of our dataset, which
are commonly used for the apartment price estimation. The dependent variable,price is defined as offering price published in classifieds, excluding 4%
property acquisition tax. It is common in the Czech Republic that offering
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price includes real estate agency commission, which is not restricted by law.
Thus the share of price deducted by an agency after the successful sale could
vary between agencies.
Despite the fact that apartment_area tend to have high relevancy in property appraisal, there are common discrepancies in published values. Not all
property owners have detailed plans of their property to calculate the exact
area. Some others add cellar or terrace into the total floor area, which can in
some cases lead to inaccuracies.
Figure 4.1: Histogram of offering prices

Source: Author

Mean value for price of our sample is 3,810,923 CZK with slightly lower
median amounted to 3,033,500 CZK. The left-skewness of price variable is
visible in Figure 4.1. The maximal price in the sample matches the upper
bound of 20M CZK, the minimum is 89,000 CZK. As we can see from the
distribution, most of the apartments are valued between 500,000 CZK and 5M
CZK. Apartment prices above 10M CZK are rare.
As some apartments are located in the basement of buildings, the lowest value of floor parameter is -2. The average apartment area in our sample is 69.3m2 , and the mean distance to the city center is 2,981m. However,
city_centre parameter differs substantially based on the municipality. The val-
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Table 4.1: Principal variables summary

Statistic
price
floor
apartment_area
city_centre

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

15,848
15,848
15,848
15,644

3,810,923
3.4
69.3
2,981

3,023,945
2.3
27.3
3,059

89,000
−2
12
8

20,000,000
40
190
19,970

ues of city_centre variable in Prague are distributed differently than in the rest
of the country.
The Czech Republic have had traditionally diversity in apartment prices
among regions. The northeast and northwest parts of the country have been
industrial regions for a long time. For this reason there was a boom in residential construction after World War II to saturate needs of local factories. The
heavy industry in present days tends to have a low added value, it is reflected
in low salaries. Therefore jobs in these regions became less and less attractive for young generations. Many factories have been closed in 1990s, which
increased unemployment rates in these regions. Job scarcity issues and air pollution thus made these locations less attractive for living, while the supply of
vacant apartments is still high. This historical development had an impact on
the composition of the population and also resulted in a lower price per m2 of
local flats.
Apart from Prague, there are Krkonoše Mountain Range (major ski resort,
highest mountains in the Czech Republic and national park), and Brno (the
second largest city and technological hub) with a high price per m2 . Another
effect of high prices in Prague is the growth of prices in surrounding locations in
the Central Bohemia region, as can be seen in Figure 4.2. Furthermore, every
m2 regional cities tend to be more expensive. Ostrava and Ústí nad Labem are
two exceptions with an average price per square meter below 16,239 CZK.
Characteristic for the Czech Republic is the dominancy of privately owned
apartments. In our sample, 86.57% of apartments are owned privately and
12,88% are in cooperative ownership. In the cooperative ownership, the owner
of the apartment is cooperation, and buyers purchase only the share in this
entity. On the other hand, private property is wholly owned (confirmed by a
record in the cadastral office) by the seller. State/municipality ownership is
very rare in listings. This type of property tends to be sold in public auctions
rather than through direct listing in real estate websites. For this reason, there
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Figure 4.2: Price per m2 - heatmap

Source: Author

are only 87 apartments of this ownership type in our sample.
Table 4.2: Ownership frequency of apartments

Frequency
Share

4.3.2

private

cooperative

state/municipality

13719
86.57%

2042
12.88%

87
0.55%

Points of Interest

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, Sreality.cz offers points of
interest (POI) in the base of the classifieds. Table 4.3 presents descriptive
statistics for the main points of interest. This data is not available for every
property listed. Even Prague apartments do not have a necessary distance from
the metro or tram. Nevertheless, the size of the sample should still be sufficient
to build reliable models with these parameters.
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Table 4.3: Points of interest descriptive statistics

Statistic
metro
tram
bus_public_transport
school
restaurant
post_office
shop

4.3.3

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

3,170
4,504
8,404
8,238
8,251
8,241
8,247

1,072.9
668.4
207.8
383.8
248.5
604.2
320.5

821.6
796.2
167.9
382.7
297.3
433.5
369.3

11
5
5
0
0
0
0

4,231
4,292
2,650
4,135
4,029
3,982
4,045

Textual Data

Individual characteristics of apartments and offers are frequently specified in
text descriptions. Words (tokens) were formed into bigrams (Figure 4.3) which
shed light on the common characteristics of text where n denotes the absolute
frequency in our dataset.
Figure 4.3: Frequent bigrams in classifieds descriptions

Source: Author

Textual data partly summarises some of the variables used in numerical/categorical data. As a result of this fact, we expect a correlation between
specific terms in the document term matrix with the rest of the independent
variables. Additionally, descriptions uncover detailed information about apart-
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ment layout, furnishings (kitchen cabinet, built-in wardrobe, bath/shower,
flooring, plastic windows. . . ) or financing details (financing by mortgage, low
utilities and maintenance costs, property acquisition tax). In Figure 4.3 we
can explore more about the availability of public facilities (public transport,
playground, schools, city center. . . ) and other specifics of the offers (exclusive
offer, recommended apartment tour. . . ). In our empirical analysis, we focus
more on the document term matrix and the quality of this type of information
for offering price prediction.
We have introduced the main variables used in our study, including their
structure. The collected dataset contains a vast diversity of available information about each listed property. Since we enriched standard variables by points
of interest data and text analysis, we have great potential to improve accuracy
to our estimates. The full list of variables is available in Table A.1.

Chapter 5
Methodology
There is the last topic we need to cover before we proceed to our empirical study.
It is a methodology used in the research. Firstly, we introduce hypotheses tested
in the thesis and describe all five models to understand different algorithms of
price estimation. Subsequently, we explain the procedures applied during text
mining. Finally, we present the accuracy measures we use for the models’
evaluation.

5.1

Hypotheses

The composition of hypotheses differentiates this thesis from many other papers written regarding the property mass appraisal. Researches frequently apply econometric models to determine the set of independent variables affecting
the price. Although we inspect this characteristic of mass appraisal as well, our
primary focus is to capture inefficiencies in econometric models and opportunities in ML for apartment price estimation. The following set of the hypothesis
should, therefore, provide a broader knowledge of the Czech real-estate market
problematic:
1. Machine learning methods provide more accurate estimations of apartments’ prices.
2. Advertising text descriptions have a significant impact on properties’ offering prices.
3. The set of independent variables for apartments’ price determination is
different in Prague and the rest of the Czech Republic.
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Predictive Models

The scope of ML algorithm is relatively wide. In Chapter 3 we mentioned several already applied methods in mass appraisal. In our research, we selected
five frequently used methods to study their performance. In the beginning, we
present the linear regression with ordinary least squares (OLS) as it is the most
basic form of predictive models used in this study. A bit more complicated
LASSO method extends OLS by penalization, and it is introduced in the second
subsection. Later, we uncover non-linear regression methods represented by decision trees and random forest. Finally, we propose the nearest neighborhoods
algorithm. Although some of these models can also be applied in classification,
we focus only on their regression’s versions.
Conversely to standard econometrics works, for testing hypotheses #1 and
#2 we use the out-of-sample approach in the study. Thus we apply our model
specification on the training set and use results (gained knowledge) to predict
results for the testing set of data. When testing hypothesis #3 we select insample method.

5.2.1

Linear Regression with OLS

The multiple linear regression studies the relationship between one dependent
variable y and independent variables denoted by x1 , ..., xp . Linear regression
has a generic form described by:
y = x1 β1 + x2 β2 + ... + xp βp + ϵ

(5.1)

Where βj is the change in the explained variable y when the explanatory variable xj increases by one unit. Term ϵ stands for random disturbance, part of
the dependent variable not explained by the model. (Hayashi 2000)
The goal of OLS algorithm is to minimize the sum of squared residuals:
β̂ OLS = argmin
β∈Rp

n
∑

∑

i=1

j

(yi −

xij βj )2

(5.2)

The accuracy of the model in the OLS is defined by variables selection. In
standard procedures, we use adjusted R2 or any other accuracy statistics to
derive the most efficient combination of independent variables. Nevertheless,
as we compare five different models, we keep the set of variables constant to
achieve comparable results.
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We check the Gauss-Markov assumptions to attain the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE). Studentized Breusch-Pagan test detects the presence of
heteroskedasticity in our model, and alternatively, we cope with these issues
by heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. (Wooldridge 2016)
As the linear model is quite a rigid approach that can generate the only
function describing the plane (line), the method can cause substantial errors.
(James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani 2013) However, there exist some other
techniques to improve our estimates. One of them is regularization, which we
present in the following subsection.

5.2.2

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

Although standard OLS estimator is very popular due to its simplicity and satisfactory accuracy of estimates, it still suffers from high variance. The ridge
regression or subset selection techniques can improve the estimates of OLS. Nevertheless, LASSO aspires to perform even better by keeping only good variables
from mentioned ridge regression. (Tibshirani 1996) By penalization LASSO we
can remove some irrelevant variables, and this could reduce the overfit issue in
case of OLS estimators.
LASSO thus minimizes the sum of squared errors subject to the penalty
dependent on the parameter λ and absolute values of βj as is described in the
following equation:
β̂

LASSO

= argmin
β∈Rp

n
∑
i=1

(yi −

∑
j

2

xij βj ) + λ

p
∑

|βj |

(5.3)

j=1

The optimal case for using LASSO is when there is a high probability that
some of the variables are truly independent and irrelevant. Then by the LASSO
algorithm, such variables are removed from the model. When a set of predictors includes highly correlated variables, LASSO select only one variable from
the group and the rest of the correlated variables are omitted. This could lead
to misleading results on datasets with a high correlation between several variables. On the contrary, one of the advantages of using LASSO for predictions
is the possibility to use the method in models with the number of independent
variables p higher than the number of observations n. The LASSO algorithm
manages to find the best model with less than p relevant variables. (Hansen
2016)
To find the best fitting lasso model, we need to determine the best penalty
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parameter. For that purpose, we employ standard 10-fold cross-validation to
obtaining λ. (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman 2016) (Kohavi 1995) Finally, we
use derived λ in the model on balanced data (preselected complete cases from
our sample).

5.2.3

Decision Tree

Because the decision tree algorithm is a part of classification and regression
trees (CART) algorithms, the split can be only binary. In other words, the
method is similar to human decision making. There are always two possible
answers in every node of a tree (yes and no). Therefore it is easy to imagine
how this concept of regression trees works. A decision tree is the combination
of root, nodes, branches, and leaves where the concept is based on the right
node selection. There are several parameters according to which splits can be
done. In our thesis, we chose for splitting function the most common impurity
measure – Gini. It serves to find the minimal value among each of our independent variables and based on the results, build a tree of nodes and leaves.
(Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman 2016) For the regression tree, we are looking
for the lowest Gini impurity from means of adjacent observations that have
been previously ordered by their values.
Gini = 1 −

∑

Pj2

(5.4)

j

where Pj is the probability of class j.
One of the main advantage in case of tree-based methods is that there is
no need to transform categorical variables into dummy variables. They can be
directly included in the model specification formula.
As the decision tree algorithm generates a model based on a single tree,
the models can commonly suffer from overfitting. In spite of determining the
model precisely on training data, it might not be sufficiently general to provide
accurate estimates on the testing set. We optimize the number of trees based on
the RMSE calculation. With the growing depth of the tree to n, the complexity
of the tree increases up to 2n nodes.
There are several packages publicly available for R users. In our empirical
research, we applied decision trees formalized by the R package rpart 1 .
1

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rpart/rpart.pdf
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Random Forest

Random forest is another example of tree based method which can be used
for classification or regression. In our study we utilize Breiman’s random forest
algorithm (Breiman 2001) implemented by R package randomForest 2 . Breiman
describes random forest as a classifier consisting of a collection of tree structured
classifiers h(x, Θk ), k = 1, .... Each of k trees in the random forest depends on
the values form random vector Θn where n = 1, ...., k and selection of the
most popular class from input x. Θk is independent of Θ1 , ..., Θk−1 but all are
identically distributed random vectors. In other words, k-th tree is grown by
resulting classifier h(x, Θk ) where x is an input vector.
Similarly, as in other ML methods, the final version of the model depends
on selected parameters. For defining the right amount of trees, we use 10-fold
cross-validation as suggested by (Kohavi 1995).

5.2.5

Nearest Neighbours

The nearest neighbors algorithm is rarely used for the regressions. The prediction of numerical data in the nearest neighbors model is thus based on the
model’s classification version. The concept of regression is quite simple. The
model finds k nearest points in n dimensional space and averages their values.
Despite the fact that the process can be applied to any measure of central
tendency, we use the mean value. (Ripley 1996)
There is one specific which differs kNN algorithm from other models in this
study. Since the variables have various ranges, including the original values in
the model would result in a disproportional impact of the independent variable
(based on the absolute value) on the prediction. Therefore, before we calculate
a distance in the space, one more critical step is required. We need to scale
variables in our model, so the maximum of each vector of independent variables
is 1 and minimum equals to 0. This process is called normalization. (Pandey
& Jain 2017)

5.3

Text Processing

Mining information from text is sometimes more challenging than extracting
knowledge from numerical data. Therefore the main aim of text processing is
2

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/randomForest.pdf
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to reduce the dimensionality of textual data and derive its semantic value for
our models. The language specifics define the initial complexity of the text.
As the majority of methods are primarily developed for English, libraries for
the Czech language are not common yet. Despite limited coverage, we still can
achieve satisfactory results by following standard methods.
The first step of text processing includes language detection to verify that
the text we analyzed is written in the Czech language. By this, we avoid the
application of methods on non-Czech documents. We continued with transformations by excluding numbers and special characters. As capitalization is not
possessing any semantic value, all characters were then converted into lower
case characters.
Unlike English, Czech is a synthetic language, and thus in one word can be
incorporated into many grammar aspects. Such modification requires hundreds
of paradigms for simplification of the words to their base forms or roots. We
used recently published R package UDPipe 3 primarily for tokenization, which
separated text into smaller components (typically words) and lemmatization
(transforming words into base form by removing/adding prefixes and suffixes).
UDPipe made by Milan Straka and Jana Straková (Straka & Straková 2017)
from the Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics is advanced natural language processing toolkit. It allows the rapid reduction of the complexity of
Czech written texts. For lemmatization, we used Czech-PDT UD treebank,
which provided the most extensive set of tokens from available treebanks. Then,
we filtered only tokens with following universal part of speech tags: adjectives
(ADJ), adverbs (ADV), nouns (NOUN) and verbs (VERB) specified by Universal Dependencies4 framework.
Finally, we applied a list of Czech stop-words and deleted stop-words form
data. The purpose of this step was to keep only semantic tokens for subsequent
analysis and to transform data into a document-term matrix. In such a format,
the matrix denotes the absolute frequency of unigrams in each description.The
example of text modifications is depicted in Table 5.1
There is no possibility to include all tokens while keeping the consistency
of our estimates. Some words, even after text processing are rare, and evaluating their impact on apartments’ prices based on a few observations, might
be inaccurate. On that account, we preselected only unigrams with absolute
frequency in the whole dataset higher than 100.
3
4

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/udpipe/udpipe.pdf
https://universaldependencies.org/
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Table 5.1: Text processing example
transformation

result

original text

Jedná se o bytovou jednotku 3+kk (je možné předělat na
2+1) o velikosti 60 m2, ve zvýšeném přízemí cihlového
domu s výtahem.

excluding numbers and
special characters

Jedná se o bytovou jednotku kk je možné předělat na o
velikosti m ve zvýšeném přízemí cihlového domu s výtahem

uncapitalization

jedná se o bytovou jednotku kk je možné předělat na o
velikosti m ve zvýšeném přízemí cihlového domu s výtahem

lemmatization

jednat se o bytový jednotka kk být možný předělat na o
velikost m ve zvýšený přízemí cihlový dům s výtah

filtering based on part
of speech tags

jednat bytový jednotka být možný předělat velikost
zvýšený přízemí cihlový dům výtah

stop-words removal

jednat bytový jednotka možný předělat velikost zvýšený
přízemí cihlový dům výtah

Source: Author
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For researching hypothesis #2, the document term matrix is separated into
two sets (training and testing) based on the same principle described for numerical and categorical variables. Additionally, we tested datasets for correlations
and excluded tokens surpassing the level of correlation higher than 0.8 to avoid
invalid inference in predictive models. All these methods helped us to reduce
the full dataset of thousands of classifieds into high dimensional datasets, including 1492 token-based variables.

5.4

Accuracy Measures Selection

For measuring the quality of fit in econometric models, we usually use a coefficient
of determination (COD), commonly known as R2 . COD can reach value from
minus infinity to 1, where a higher R2 means higher goodness of fit. For this
statistic, we need to calculate a residuals sum of squares (SSR) and a total sum
of squares (SST). (Wooldridge 2016) In this work, we use a detailed form or
COD described by Equation 5.5. In this formula yi stands for i-th observation ŷi
denotes predicted value for i-th observation and ȳ is mean of all observations.
(yi − ŷi )
SSR
= 1 − ∑i
R =1−
SST
i (yi − ȳ)
∑

2

(5.5)

One of the frequently mentioned drawbacks of COD is the growth with
additional independent variables. Thus even irrelevant variables which do not
improve predictions will be positively reflected in this metric. Similarly, every
accuracy measures can be unstable and biased by different factors. Thus we
include two more statistics to cross-validate the models’ accuracy and avoid
unsubstantiated conclusions.
We start with root mean square error (RMSE), which is characterized as the
square root of the mean of squared residuals. It ranks from 0 to infinity, but
0 in practice seldom occurs as it is representing the perfect fit. The objective
is to minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) from Equation 5.6 of the
model.
√∑

N
i (yi

− ŷ)2
(5.6)
N
To support our conclusions, we include one more accuracy measure, mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE), suggested by Antipov & Pokryshevskaya
(2012). MAPE expresses the accuracy as the size of the error in regards to the
RM SE =
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size of the dependent variable. Thus it allows for larger errors if the dependent
variable is higher. MAPE is denoted in percentage and value ranges between 0
and infinity. The objective is the same as in the case of RMSE metric – minimize
the accuracy statistics of the model. For our calculation, we use formula form
Equation 5.7.
N
⏐ (y − ŷ)2 ⏐
100% ∑
⏐
⏐ i
⏐
M AP E =
∗⏐⏐
⏐
n i−1
yi

⏐

⏐

(5.7)

Using different accuracy measures should enable us to deliver robust conclusions, especially when all three statistics support the single model.

Chapter 6
Results and Model Comparison
6.1

Machine Learning in Housing Mass Appraisal

In the first part of our empirical study, we attempted to select the most accurate
model for the mass appraisal. We applied the methods described in Chapter 5.
Although there was a chance of slight improvements in the case, we would
adjust independent variables selection for every single model. We decided to
keep all variables matching the criterium of at least 10,000 observations in the
models’ specifications. Thus we did not use the point of interest data in this
section and instead focused on other property characteristics.
Moreover, some models (LASSO, decision trees, and random forests) do not
have to use all variables provided by the formula. As we studied the models’
accuracy, we allowed models to select the best specification with no predefined
restrictions. The data mining approach is also applied due to the comparability
of results. Since inputted price determinants had not differed, we did not need
to control for this issue when evaluating accuracy measures.
Even though we tried to get results as much comparable as possible, there
are some specifics of models which might have minor impact on the results:
1. In the case of OLS, LASSO, kNN models, we used dummy variables as these
models can calculate estimates only based on the numerical predictors.
We thus converted some categorical variables into dummies and proceed
with the alternative formula (see Equation 6.2). Conversely, tree-based
methods can provide estimates also based on categorical variables, and
thus, there is no need for any further modification (see Equation 6.1).
This feature could be even more useful if we decided to include cities
or real-estate agencies as independent variables. Thought, such action
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would dramatically increase the number of variables for some models. But
additional variables would increase the accuracy. In the case of agency
variable, we could include information about commission included in the
offering price. Additionally, city variable would be the most suitable for
the determination of location characteristics.

price = city_centre + f irst_f loor + last_f loor + disposition + prague+
+ brno + garden_area + condition + material + ownership + cellar+
+ garage + balcony + enclosed_balcony + terrace + f loor + topped+
+ longitude + latitude + building_energy + apartment_area
(6.1)

price = city_centre + f irst_f loor + last_f loor + type_1kt + type_21+
+ type_2kt + type_31 + type_3kt + type_41 + type_4kt + type_51+
+ type_5kt + type_6more + type_unusual + prague + brno + garden_area+
+ condition_developer_projects + condition_under_construction+
+ condition_new_homes + condition_renovated + condition_very_good+
+ condition_poor_condition + condition_f or_renovation + material_panel+
+ material_mixed + material_skeleton + material_stone+
+ material_assembled + material_wood + ownership_cooperative+
+ ownership_private + cellar + garage + balcony + enclosed_balcony+
+ terrace + f loor + longitude + latitude + building_energy+
+ apartment_area
(6.2)
2. While the decision tree algorithm used all 12,678 observations in the training set and consequently was able to predict 3,170 offering prices from
testing set. The rest of our models removed observations that were missing one or more values of independent variables, and thus, they worked
only with complete cases. This action restricted the number of useable
observations to 9,407 in training set and 2362 in the testing set.
The inclusion of dummy variables is just different expressions of the cate-
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gorical variables, and we do not expect any inconsistency caused by this adjustment. The magnitude of accuracy measures also should not be affected by
the number of observations used as a higher number of data points provide us
with the higher stability of these measures.

6.1.1

Variables Importance

Even though the effect of variables on the offering price is not the main focus of
this section, we provide a reader with a short overview of OLS model results. It
should give the reader a better idea, what is behind accuracy statistics analyzed
below.
We applied the Breusch-Pagan test for detecting heteroskedasticity. As the
null hypothesis of homoskedasticity was rejected, we used the heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. This step was not necessary as we are primarily
interested in the accuracy of estimates rather than the structure of a particular model. Nevertheless, this approach strengthens our inference about the
variables’ importance.
A big part of our training set variables proved to be statistically significant
in the OLS model. Among them, there were city_center, latitude, prague, brno.
Furthermore, the location of the apartment within the building (floor, terrace)
also played an important role in the price level. Among key factors we also
ranked apartment_area and garage with positive price on the valuation. Form
categorical variables condition and type showed to be relevant, however ownership_structre was insignificant determinant in training set. Finally, material
variable missed any clear influence on the price except from the material_panel
for which negative impact was statistically significant at 1% level. The rest of
the variables proved to be not significant for predicting the offering price in the
training set as well as the testing set.

6.1.2

Graphical Analysis

OLS Starting with the linear model, we covered the basics of econometrics in
our study. Even though there are not many examples in the real world, which
could be precisely estimated by the OLS linear regression. One of the reasons
for including this model is the simplicity of the algorithm. However, more
importantly, the majority of studies regarding the mass appraisal in the Czech
Republic are covering the linear regression. The errors plotted in the Figure 6.1
follows our expectation. We can see that the model is relatively accurate for
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the properties valued below 10M CZK and the majority of estimations resulted
in the error lower than 1.5M CZK. Nevertheless, model undervalued properties
with a price tag above 10M CZK. We already discussed the heteroskedasticity
in OLS model, and this is only the different representation of the same issue.
Despite the most expensive properties in our dataset have an offering price
amounted to 20M CZK the highest price predicted by the model did not surpass
15M CZK.
Figure 6.1: Errors structure in OLS model

Source: Author

LASSO By using penalization in LASSO, we expected slightly better performance than in OLS model. The penalization parameter should remove irrelevant independent variables from the model. In the previous subsection, we
presented that the majority of our determinants were significant in OLS model;
therefore, not many variables were excluded in LASSO, and thus results are
almost identical to OLS regression.
Decision Tree The first significant improvement of accuracy measures achieved
the decision tree model. Dramatic reduction of RMSE, MAPE, and increase of
COD occurred in both, training and testing sets. More than 50% predicted
properties produced the error below 500,000 CZK and additionally, errors are
almost normally distributed. This fact signifies that the model (opposed to
OLS and LASSO) does not suffer from the problem of frequent undervaluations.
The characteristic of the decision tree model is that properties in the leaves of
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Figure 6.2: Errors structure in LASSO model

Source: Author

the decision tree result with the same price. We can, therefore, observe that
many points in our scatterplot from Figure 6.3 are on the same level of y axis.
Figure 6.3: Errors structure in decision tree model

Source: Author

Random Forests Although it might seem that there are not many differences
between decision tree and random forests, the second of these models were
able to improve the accuracy even more. The left bottom part of scatterplot
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in Figure 6.4 presents that predictions are close to offering prices from our
training dataset. The dispersion gets more substantial only for outliers and
some properties with a valuation above 10M CZK; nevertheless, these variables
account for a small proportion of all observations. Errors are thus distributed
closer to 0 and tails in our distribution chart (right part of Figure 6.4) are
shorter.
Figure 6.4: Errors structure in random forests model

Source: Author

Figure 6.5: Errors structure in kNN model

Source: Author
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Nearest Neighbours Finally, we applied the kNN algorithm to normalized
data. Similarly, as in the case of linear models, this version of machine learning
failed in the prediction of apartments at a higher price. For kNN, the dispersion between the offering price and estimates gets larger even for flats with
a valuation above 6M CZK. The maximum in predicted prices is below 14M
CZK even though the offering prices of apartments are in many cases much
higher. On the other hand, the model was relatively precise for properties with
valuation under 1M CZK, which positively impacted mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) statistic.

6.1.3

Statistics Decomposition

To correctly evaluate the predictive accuracy of models, we need to compare
the behavior of RMSE, MAPE, and COD statistics in our models. Since accuracy
measures work with absolute and relative errors, they capture different aspects
of models. Figure 6.6 is calculated only for the kNN model. Nevertheless, the
characteristics are similar for all performed methods.
Figure 6.6: Partial decomposition of accuracy measures

Source: Author

We started with a decomposition of our statistics and comparing partial
results with the absolute value of price in Figure 6.6. It is visible that the
distribution of partial errors is not constant over the full rank of offering prices.
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Models produced quite good RMSE and COD when estimating properties with
an offering price below 10M CZK. Nevertheless, the decomposition shows the
growth of metrics for values above 10M CZK. This issue is most visible in case of
OLS and LASSO models (see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2). For them, we can detect
that models tend to undervalue the properties at a higher price. There might
be many reasons for this behavior, but one is clear. Not a sufficient amount of
observations comparable to these properties has inflicted that predictions are
derived from the small training set.
In contrast, the MAPE statistic is quite stable for properties with a high
valuation. As we mentioned in Chapter 5 partial calculation of MAPE allows
more expensive properties to have higher residuals without having an enormous
impact on the final MAPE statistics. It represents the size of the error in
comparison to the original price denoted in percentage. Therefore, even low
absolute residual can result in high MAPE of a particular observation. A nice
example of such drawback is also visible in Figure 6.6. The issue occurred
for apartments with low valuation (under 1M CZK). As the final MAPE of the
model is mean of these decomposed results, such observations have an impact
on the final MAPE metric.
Although it might seem quite worrying to have all these values affecting our
statistics, we need to evaluate the rescaled plot as well. In the second set of
graphs we replaced price from axis x by rank of price. Now prices are uniformly
distributed on axis x and thus figure now denotes the real impact of our partial
calculations on the final values of accuracy measures. Despite the fact that
apartments above 10M are affected by high RMSE and COD, this part of our
dataset approximately accounts for 5%. Conversely, MAPE metric is commonly
above average for approximately 10% properties with the lowest value.
Variables’ importances also in some way also confirmed these inferences.
Determinants represented in the dataset frequently (material_panel, type_21,
type_31, balcony or enclosed_balcony) resulted with higher significance than
rarely occurring parameters (material_wood, type_6more, type_unusual and
garden_area). Therefore the accuracy metrics fail for most extreme observations. We saw that the share of affected observations is small. However,
it is better to understand the specifics of accuracy measures before inferring
conclusions.
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Models Accuracy

The application of the data mining approach on five different types of models
provided us with a variety of methods used for mass appraisal. We started
with OLS and LASSO models for which the performance is highly comparable.
Even though we expected the improvement of statistics for LASSO model COD,
RMSE and MAPE stayed almost unchanged. In this section, we worked with the
same specification for all models to reach comparable results. Despite not all
variables have sufficient importance or statistical significance, inputting all of
them on the right-hand side of the formula provides equal opportunity to mine
the information.
Table 6.1: Accuracy statistics for models with all variables
RMSE
OLS
LASSO
Decision tree
Random forest
Nearest neighbours

train

test

1, 424, 695
1, 424, 862
863, 216
431, 013
1, 359, 453

1, 406, 090
1, 406, 514
1, 215, 266
896, 082
1, 443, 064

MAPE
train
test
40.650
40.630
17.230
9.270
32.920

42.380
42.340
23.500
20.400
37.400

COD
train
test
0.760
0.760
0.919
0.985
0.782

0.761
0.761
0.835
0.933
0.749

Source: Author

Although resulted metrics of accuracy could seem a bit disappointing, there
is the reason why in many cases, the difference between estimates and denoted
prices were so large. High residuals occurred primarily in the case of particular
properties such as 6+ rooms, atypic apartments, or luxury properties with
excellent location in the historical center of Prague. On the other side of the
spectrum, there are properties burdened with an easement or unclear selling
conditions. For all these kinds of features, the dataset is not diverse enough
to reflect their specifics in the prediction. Some of these apartments could be
so unique that it would be impossible to find a similar property in the Czech
property market. Thus, prediction error could be even close to -10M CZK.
Even though ML models showed better accuracy of prediction, we need to
mention some important facts. In the way these models are built, they tend to
overfit. The difference in metrics between the training and testing set is quite
large. For decision trees model RMSE and MAPE statistics on testing set data
more than doubled while for OLS and LASSO results on training and testing
set were quite close to each other. Still, tree-based models resulted in much
better accuracy measures than the rest of the methods. Based on the graphical
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analysis, we preselected the random forest method as the most precise out of
five used models. This result was further validated by RMSE (896,082), MAPE
(20.400) and COD (0.933) statics, which were the best on both – training and
testing sets.

6.2

Textual Data in Predictive Models

For predictive models with textual data, we again used the out-of-sample approach. By this selection, it is possible to observe not only the accuracy of
predictions but also the generality of our solutions.
Before we started with the specification of models, we focused on the calculation of the variables. Our approach included two types of variable calculations
– using absolute and relative frequency of tokens in the text. While the absolute frequency of tokens is a simple sum of occurrences of a specific token in
the text, relative frequency takes into consideration the length of the document
and normalizes the frequency accordingly. Relative frequency tends to perform
better when the range of texts differs; however, in our case, lengths of classifieds’ descriptions are very similar. This was also the reason why thy model
with absolute frequency variables performed better. Therefore, we applied this
method in our final models.

6.2.1

Variables Importance

As there was a possibility to extract even more valuable insights from the
model, we used OLS500 model but on the full set of explanatory variables.
The results of this calculation formed a base for a word cloud chart. P-values
from the linear model were used to evaluate the significance of tokens for price
determination. All tokens with a p-value lower than 0.003 were included in
Figure 6.7 and separated into two groups based on the sign of estimate. The
left word cloud represents tokens with positive estimates, and right side token
variables resulted in negative estimates. The magnitude of the estimate in our
model determines the size of the words. In other words, the presence of words
with bigger font size have a greater impact on the offering price. Word cloud
charts slightly differed based on the methodology we used for their creation,
but common characteristics of groups for both positive and negative tokens
persisted.
Figure 6.7 nicely shows the informational value hidden in text descriptions
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attached to each classified. Word cloud is also a great tool for inferring which
type of information could be potentially transformed into structured variables.
Collecting some of these variables for each classified ad could uncover some
hidden information and improve the comparability of properties.
Figure 6.7: Tokens with significant positive and negative impact on
offering price

Source: Author

Clearly, differences in the offering price can be explained by specific adjectives, locations, and materials. While words connected to higher standards
– comfort, value, luxury, architectonic – combined with other superlatives –
exceptional, perfect, attractive, rich – positively influenced the valuation of the
property. Tokens specifying popular locations and surroundings in municipalities also had positive and significant estimates. Words such as square, airport,
colonnade, waterfront, dam, highway, avenue, historic, old, Art Noveau, therefore, could increase offering price by several thousands of CZK. The presence
of quality materials and high-end equipment – solid (floor), security (doors),
automatic, casement (windows), air conditioning, dishwasher – further showed
the positive impact on the price. This inference was also supported by contradictory terms in a group of tokens with a negative influence. Cheaper material
and poor conditions are determinants of the lower offering price. Such words
are represented by laminate, original (state), floating (flooring).
That is not the only set of words from our model specification, moving
an estimated price downwards, but tokens with a negative impact on offering
price are more complicated to categorize. We found that non-standard or lim-
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ited disposition commonly reduces the price of the apartment. In our models,
this is captured by token variables atypic, loft, attic, studio, corner. Also,
terms connected to pricing - annuity, financing, price, rate, cost-saving - affect
negatively listing price of properties with these tokens in descriptions.
Despite the fact that we used condition and city_centre variables in our
original models, a detailed analysis of text descriptions showed that the text
could uncover more insights about the quality of the property and attractiveness. By reflecting it in the price estimations, we can achieve a reduction of
errors in selected model types.

6.2.2

Models Accuracy

To evaluate the results of added token-based variables, we decided to build
three new versions for each method to inspect different scenarios. A model with
subscript inf is the original model from the previous section. This model was
used as a base for our statistical inference. Models labeled by 2000, 1000 and
500 include token-based variables with at least 2.000, 1.000 and 500 occurrences
in our dataset respectively. Although these models differ in the number of
explanatory variables, the count of observations remains unchanged for all of
them.
Although we added more explanatory variables to our models, not all of
them showed to be relevant and improving the model accuracy. Statistics in
Table 6.2 show there is not a clear pattern in model behavior except form one
characteristic common to all our models. It is the situation that adding textual
data in the model increased the spread between models applied to the training
set and testing set.
Model specification is based on the token frequency in the dataset, but it
is not influenced by the significance of such variables. Therefore many variables can serve as significant predictors when using them on the training data;
however, their impact cannot be generalized to all properties on the market.
Although the effect is different from model to model, the issue of overfitting is
observable for each type of model.
Adding more independent variables to OLS and LASSO models increased the
COD metric. Since this is the expected behavior of COD statistic, we focused
more on the RMSE and MAPE. We observed improvement on our estimates when
token frequencies reduced residuals. The largest drop in RMSE and MAPE were
noticed for 2000 type, although working with more variables reduced accuracy
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Table 6.2: Accuracy statistics for models with token based variables
RMSE

MAPE
train
test

COD
train
test

train

test

OLS500
OLS1000
OLS2000
OLSinf

1, 212, 795
1, 289, 533
1, 337, 672
1, 424, 695

1, 320, 005
1, 328, 003
1, 341, 275
1, 406, 090

36.790
38.000
39.050
40.650

41.260
41.530
42.100
42.380

0.826
0.804
0.789
0.760

0.790
0.787
0.783
0.761

LASSO500
LASSO1000
LASSO2000
LASSOinf

1, 232, 465
1, 295, 376
1, 339, 248
1, 424, 862

1, 308, 755
1, 322, 862
1, 340, 502
1, 406, 514

36.450
37.840
38.850
40.630

40.380
41.050
41.880
42.340

0.821
0.802
0.788
0.760

0.793
0.789
0.783
0.761

tree500
tree1000
tree2000
treeinf

843, 080
834, 257
872, 204
863, 216

1, 259, 918
1, 279, 265
1, 290, 343
1, 215, 266

18.170
18.750
20.750
17.230

25.390
25.920
27.230
23.500

0.923
0.924
0.917
0.919

0.823
0.817
0.814
0.835

f orest500
f orest1000
f orest2000
f orestinf

422, 029
423, 182
426, 529
431, 013

983, 449
979, 636
981, 687
896, 082

8.830
9.000
9.110
9.270

21.970
22.280
22.540
20.400

0.986
0.986
0.985
0.985

0.920
0.920
0.920
0.933

1, 405, 484
1, 383, 946
1, 307, 979
1, 359, 453

1, 562, 000
1, 462, 339
1, 450, 550
1, 443, 064

28.900
30.640
29.570
32.920

33.270
33.680
34.880
37.400

0.767
0.774
0.798
0.782

0.705
0.742
0.746
0.749

kN N500
kN N1000
kN N2000
kN Ninf
Source: Author
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measures more, the influence was diminishing. The optimal model in terms of
the smallest accuracy statistics could have much lower bound on the number
of required occurrence in the dataset; nevertheless, lower accuracy measures on
testing statistics would increase the overfitting in the model.
As non-zero values of token variables have low density, it is more complex
to find some general patterns for tree-based methods. Linear models can cope
better with such specific data as they virtually remove the impact of a token
variable on the price if there is not the presence of token in the description of
the classified. Therefore, despite the fact that we used 533 token-based variables with at least 500 occurrences in our dataset, for every single observation,
the actual formula has only some of these variables included. The rest have
been zeroed out. LASSO also excluded some irrelevant tokens by setting the
parameter to 0, which helped to improve statistics even further.
For this reason, LASSO benefited the most from adding more variables. The
algorithm allows modifying model specification based on the variable relevancy.
And therefore, we can avoid large overfit and include more token-based variables to improve accuracy statistics.
The different situation occurs in the case of tree-based models. Although we
achieved lower RMSE on the training set of tree500 and tree1000 , employing this
specification on the testing set ended with worse results than in our original
model. The MAPE statistic was higher in all cases of the tree model, and
thus there is no data support for higher accuracy of models with textual data.
Random forest models performed slightly better when taking into consideration
the training set. However, the model generated more substantial errors when
applied to the testing set. Despite the increase of overfitting in f orest models,
they are still the best option for predicting apartment prices.
Last tested model, kN N did not behave differently from tree-based models. The application of the model on training and testing set resulted in better
MAPE; however, RMSE did not confirm the improvement. Since we know how
these metrics behave across the different price levels, we can infer that adding
token-based variables improved the prediction on the cheapest group of apartment, while there was no reduction of prediction error on expensive properties.
Taking into consideration all results, conclusions on the accuracy improvements by adding textual data are not unambiguous. While we observed slight
gains in accuracy for linear models, the machine learning approach did not
show much potential for accuracy improvements. Despite these facts, the ran-
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dom forest method of price estimation proved to be the most precise, which is
in line with the results from the previous section.

6.3

Comparative Analysis: Prague and Rest of the
Czech Republic

In the last part of our empirical research, we move to a more profound analysis of independent variables used throughout the thesis. The third hypothesis assumes that the magnitude and significance of independent variables for
price determination are different in Prague and the rest of the Czech Republic. The specific characteristics of Prague’s market are described in the early
chapters. Nevertheless, still the comparison between Czech capital and other
places within the country has not gained so much popularity among current
literature, and thus, we incorporated the empirical study of this topic in the
thesis.
Unfortunately, not all models presented in the previous part can generate
detailed statistics about variable importance. As LASSO and OLS had almost
the same results, we performed only OLS and random forest models in this
section. Clustering algorithms (decision tree and random forests) tend to split
full set based on the location inside/outside Prague typically within their top
nodes. In this case, the models are run on the full dataset without any division
into training and testing data. There is no need for the out-of-sample approach
as we are not interested in the generality of such models but rather the influence
of selected parameters.

6.3.1

Empirical Models

In all our previous models, we used prague and brno dummy variables, and
they showed to be highly significant. The OLS model estimated that the price
of the apartment in Prague is about 2.993M CZK higher, keeping all other
variables constant. The similar impact was there also for Brno; however, the
magnitude of the estimate was much lower (approximately 975,000 CZK). As
we mentioned in Chapter 4 there are some other regions with somehow specific
pricing, however, the difference between the Prague and other cities it extraordinary and thus we decided to research variables affecting the offering prices in
depth.
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Full Specification with Points of Interest As the base for our model, we
have used the same set of explanatory variables as for the testing of the first
hypothesis. Nevertheless, in this case, the independent variables were enriched
by points of interest distances. Unfortunately, they are available only for a part
of our dataset (see Table 4.3). For non-Prague apartments, we further excluded
tram and metro parameters as they rapidly limited the number of available
observations. Moreover, a large part of flats is located in municipalities with
no tram connection, and the metro operates only in Prague.
Inputting variables characterizing distance from points of interest decreased
the amount of available observation. In the Prague model, there were omitted
1338 observations, which resulted in 2354 degrees of freedom. In the case of
non-Prague observations, the decrease was even more significant. 4728 observations were deleted due to missing data points, which reduced the number of
degrees of freedom to 3253. Thus we practically lost more than half of our observations. As material_wood and material_stone account for less than 0.5%
of our dataset, these variables were dropped due to singularity. Similar issue
removed variables type_6more and condition_poor_condition. Quite shocking
in all models could also be high intercept’s values. However, they are compensated by latitude and longitude parameters as they ranges from 48.60511 to
51.00149 and from 12.17058 to 18.76798, respectively.
Nevertheless, this is not the only issue of the POI model. Additional complexity in the model contributed to accuracy measures just negligibly. Thus
the tradeoff between the model complexity and accuracy was the ultimate goal
of this part of empirical study.
Results also brought some unexpected relations between dependent variable
price and set of POI independent variables. Some of them are illogical compared to our expectations. Prague model resulted in a positive relation of shop
and pharmacy distance (keeping other variables constant) with offering price
statistically significant at the 10% level. On the other hand post_office, metro
and school showed to be significant determinants of price (at 5% level) with
negative impact of every additional meter of distance from apartment to POI.
Specifically for metro, ceteris paribus, every additional meter of distance was
reflected by 154 CZK in the offering price. In general, these results are in line
with existing research (Melichar et al. 2018). It is important to mention that
metro had a relatively high correlation of 0.424 with city_centre as the net of
metro stations is denser around the geographical center of the capital.
The lack of a clear pattern between most of POI distances and apartment
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offering prices is confirmed by the non-Prague model. In this case we resulted
with negative dependency of restaurant and atm on the property valuation.
Conversely, every additional meter of distance to post_office, train, shop and
pharmacy was increasing the predicted offering price of our property. Although
many of these variables may influence the price of properties, it is highly probable that their behavior is rather random.
Full Specification without Points of Interest Due to the inconsistency of
POI estimates, we executed the OLS model on the original set of variables very
similar to the one we applied in testing the first hypothesis. Nevertheless, the
removal of these parameters worsened accuracy in both cases. POI distance
plays some role in the valuation of the property. Despite the larger number of
observations that could improve model consistency, we decided to use stepwise
selection to find the best performing model.
The Best Performing Specification At the very end, we applied the stepwise selection to derive the model, which is simple but still keeps accuracy
statistics almost unchanged. Surprisingly Prague OLS model was less complex
than its non-Prague variant. In model predicting prices for properties outside
of Prague, stepwise regression excluded just a few variables and thus the final Non-Prague model (see Equation 6.4) is more complicated than in case of
Prague (Equation 6.4). The reason for these differences could be the heterogeneity of locations and other geographic and socio-demographic aspects.

price = city_centre + type_2kt + type_3kt + type_41 + type_4kt + type_5kt+
+ condition_very_good + condition_f or_renovation + material_panel+
+ material_mixed + garage + balcony + terrace + f loor + longitude+
+ latitude + apartment_area + post_of f ice + metro
(6.3)
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price = train + post_of f ice + shop + restaurant + atm + pharmacy+
+ last_f loor + type_21 + type_2kt + type_31 + type_3kt + type_41 + type_4kt+
+ type_51 + type_5kt + type_unusual + condition_developer_projects+
+ condition_new_homes + condition_renovated + condition_very_good+
+ condition_f or_renovation + material_panel + ownership_private+
+ garage + balcony + terrace + f loor + topped + longitude + latitude+
+ building_energy + apartment_area
(6.4)

6.3.2

Models Comparison

All these models have some common characteristics. As the average offering
price of Prague apartments is higher, Prague models’ results have higher RMSE
measure. Thus the accuracy, in this case, is better characterized by MAPE
statistics. Differences are not only in accuracy and specification but also in the
magnitude of estimates.
Table 6.3: Accuracy statistics for Prague and non-Prague models
RMSE

MAPE

COD

Prague - poi
Prague - inf
Prague - best
Prague - forest

1, 479, 273
1, 572, 070
1, 545, 193
525, 922

16.080
17.330
16.860
4.670

0.785
0.755
0.770
0.988

non-Prague - poi
non-Prague - inf
non-Prague - best
non-Prague - forest

935, 266
1, 066, 786
937, 309
310, 148

43.450
43.190
43.750
10.810

0.675
0.618
0.667
0.990

Regarding the disposition of apartments, the Prague model suggested that
almost all types are more valuable than type_11. The non-Prague model resulted in a new pattern about dispositions. These with the kitchenette positively influenced the offering price, and apartment type with the separate
kitchen had a negative impact on the valuation. This effect reflects the popularity of kitchenette among developers. The apartments with separate kitchen
were commonly built-in history, but they are not common in new construc-
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tions. Taking into consideration closely connected floor area, the additional
square meter (apartment_area) for non-Prague properties increased the price,
ceteris paribus, approximately by 29,000 CZK, in Prague this estimate more
than doubled to almost 72,000 CZK.
Both our specifications included significant predictors floor, garage, balcony
and terrace. All proved to have a positive impact on the offering prices, keeping
all other variables constant, although their magnitude was different in each
model.
Private ownership structure showed to be highly significant only for the
properties outside of the capital. However, this variable resulted in a positive
impact on price in every empirical model with ownership_private variable we
executed. However, in the regression outputs occurred some unexpected estimates. Even though we selected as a base category condition_good properties,
apartments with condition_very_good resulted Prague with negative coefficient. Conversely in the non-Prague specification was this variable more stable
in estimates, and the condition of the apartment is a quality determinant of offering price. We took into consideration also construction materials. There was
a clear outcome that the valuation of panel buildings was quite low. Outside
of Prague, the material_panel, subtracted approximately 208,000 CZK from
the offering price, and in Prague, this impact was even bigger. Apartments in
Prague with panel construction lost, ceteris paribus, more than 777,000 CZK
from its valuation.
As we already mentioned some of POI distances (metro and post_office)
were relevant for estimation of offering price of Prague model. Almost all variables from the final specification were statistically significant at 1% level. Only
exceptions were type_3kt and material_mixed in Prague and type_5kt in nonPrague model. Outside of the Czech capital, different set of POIs (restaurant
and atm) proved to be significant with positive estimates. But model also included post_office, shop, pharmacy and train variables with strange positive
relation of distance to apartment price.
Finally, we analyzed the impact of the geographical position of properties.
The best specification showed that the distance to the city center is relevant
in Prague but cannot be applied in the same manner to the group of different
cities across the country. Every additional meter from the geographical center
of the capital was reflected in 290 CZK. Since the majority of apartments were
located 3 and more km from the city center, the total impact on the price
of the flat was not negligible. The other two variables carefully specified the
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location within the city/county. Based on longitude and latitude we inferred
that apartments in the west part of Prague tended to have higher value and
also northern location was more valuable than a location in the south. On a
county scale, the western area positively impacted the price, which could be
affected by the different neighbor countries in the west and east of the Czech
Republic.

6.4

Discussion

In spite of the increasing popularity of application of ML methods, it is clear
that not all these methods have necessarily improved the results of our models.
However, they tested data from a different perspective than many economists
are used to. We successfully applied tree-based methods and proved that basic
linear regression with OLS is not the most accurate algorithm for prediction of
property prices. Surprisingly kNN algorithm resulted in comparable preciseness
to OLS and LASSO models as well.
Based on our results, we can confirm that the decision tree algorithm performed much better in the property mass appraisal in the Czech market. These
results were also confirmed in models with token-based variables. Tree-based
methods also successfully predicted apartment prices with a large floor area,
which was problematic for kNN method and linear regressions. OLS models furthermore needed to be adjusted by heteroskedasticity robust standard errors as
the variance of errors increased with the predicted price. Thus we had to cope
with unstable errors for different price levels. For this reason, we incorporated
MAPE among three accuracy statistics in our calculations.
Although there is no academic evidence of the application of a similar approach in the Czech market, the results from this section are in line with existing international literature. Similarly as showed Pow & Janulewicz (2014),
Dimopoulos et al. (2018) and Antipov & Pokryshevskaya (2012), decision tree
model outperformed other selected methods.
Our expectation that including textual data could improve our predictions
of all models was not confirmed by the empirical study. Models with textual
data showed ambiguous results. Even though we observed improvements in
accuracy measures for OLS and LASSO models, the tree-based models and kNN
method generated more substantial errors. The analysis confirmed random
forest as the best performing algorithm despite the huge overfit generated by
the model. Several token-based variables impacted the result of the model,
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but due to the overfitting issue and unnecessary complexity of models and
heterogeneity of results, we rejected the second hypothesis.
Despite the hypothesis rejection, the text mining approach was quite successful. It suggested new possible structured variables for the classifieds. Groupings of tokens helped us to understand the common topics mentioned in apartments’ description and their impact on the property valuation. Although there
are common patterns in word selection and structure of classifieds descriptions,
it is frequently beyond the capabilities of real estate agents to adjust offering
price based on these "soft" parameters. The text mining procedures that we
employed were most similar to methods used by Nowak & Smith (2017), and
our results on linear models were similar to theirs; nevertheless, the extension
of this concept on the ML methods was not satisfactory.
In spite of presenting the random forest model as the best alternative for
mass appraisal, it might not be the best option in all cases. The execution time
of random forest models was much longer than for other options, and it has also
limited opportunities to formalize variables’ importance. Moreover, tree-based
models in our empirical study resulted in substantial overfit. The usage of
linear models could be, in many cases, still sufficient and less time-consuming
approach with stable results across training and testing sets.
The results from the last section suggested some exciting facts. Even though
we started with a large variety of independent variables, not all of them proved
to be significant or resulted in high importance for the price of the apartment.
Models with high predictive accuracy thus do not necessarily need to include
a vast amount of predictors. The reason for this could also be the fact that
many real estate agencies do not value properties based on complex models.
They instead benchmark the property, and in the second stage, they refine
the price by reflecting positive and negative factors. Every real estate agency
uses a different algorithm for the property price prediction, and a small part
is also played by the human element, thus offering prices cannot be entirely
predictable.
We split our dataset based on the apartment location inside/outside of
Prague. The selection of the whole country or multiple regions for mass appraisal might not be the optimal solution. We discovered that models perform
better in small unitary areas rather than in large and very diverse locations.
As many parameters can vary from city to city, there is a problem to find the
sufficiently general and precise formula. Moreover, the best specification of the
model (which kept high accuracy statistics while maximizing the simplicity)
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had a lower number (as well as different sets of) parameters in Prague than in
the rest of the country. Based on these facts, we accepted the third hypothesis.
Surely the Prague apartment market is quite specific, but similar differences
between capital and the rest of the country can be observed in many countries
across Europe. The selection of a single city for empirical analysis could be
relatively straightforward, and thus, it is also more common in the existing
literature.

6.5

Limitations of the Study

The structure and origin of the dataset used in empirical applications are already defining the main limitations of our research. All models are based on
the offering prices which does not need to be close to the proper valuation of
the property. Under the assumption that the market is effective, the application of similar models on transactional prices could dramatically improve the
accuracy of models.
The size of the market and its diversity is limited, and as there is only a
small part of properties for sale at a specific timeframe, there will always exist
the issue with particular features and their fair valuation. Another problem
could be the age of classifieds as in the listing commonly occurs overpriced
properties that do not reflect the parameters of the real estate.
Following the main aim of the study, we focused primarily on the selection
of the best prediction method rather than the best possible specification of
models. There could be more work done on a selection of best-performing
combinations of variables in each model, but subsequently, these models would
have been hardly comparable. A similar issue occurred in the case of the model
with token-based variables. The refinement of models specification would lead
to partial elimination of overfit and possibly could improve the accuracy of our
models.
Last but not least, we collected data about the exact location of properties; nevertheless, we decided not to include districts and cities in our models.
Although tree-based models suggested significant improvements in accuracy,
the number of variables in linear models would reach a relatively large amount.
There might be thought some proxy variables sufficiently covering some aspects
of cities, e.g., population, unemployment rate, distance to the regional center
or quality of public facilities. These proxies could improve the empirical study
as well.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
To contribute to the existing research, we captured the subject of mass appraisal in the Czech Republic from a different perspective. The main focus was
dedicated to the accuracy of predictive models and possible improvements by
including description-based variables. As methods used in the research required
a sizeable dataset, we programmed custom data scraper. The significant part
of this work also involved data collection and preparation as applied models
required various forms of inputs. Obtaining data from the biggest real-estate
listing in the Czech Republic provided us with a sufficient variety of apartments
for our study.
Five different methods – ordinary least squares (OLS), least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), decision tree, random forest, and k-nearest
neighbors (kNN) – were applied on our dataset to derive the most accurate
model. We used RMSE, MAPE, and COD statistics to have a clear idea about
models’ accuracy across different price levels. In the first scenario with the
specification, including structured variables, the random forest model proved
to be the best from our set. It outperformed other methods by having the lowest accuracy statistics and sufficient flexibility to capture even non-standard
properties.
In the second stage, we applied the method of text mining. By excluding special characters, tokenization, stemming, lemmatization, and stop-words
removal, we prepared data to be used in the model. Derived data enriched
models in a later stage and provided information which might be complicated
to reflect when using solely structured variables. However, the limited size of
the dataset and many insignificant variables resulted in ambiguous results and
various changes in models’ accuracy. We did not manage to confirm improve-
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ments in all types of models by including token-based data; nevertheless, linear
models’ showed the potential of text-mining by the improvement of accuracy
statistics. Although we observed the most significant gain in accuracy for the
LASSO model, the random forest method still proved to be most accurate for
mass appraisal.
The final part of our empirical study covered the comparison of parameters
affecting the valuation of properties in Prague and the rest of the country. We
looked for the models’ specifications with sufficient simplicity while keeping the
best possible accuracy measures. We concluded with two different sets of price
determinants. Model specification for the Prague apartment market included
less independent variables and was able to generate more accurate estimates.
The partial results of this thesis were frequently in line with international
literature. We studied many related papers before we proceeded to the empirical study. Though, there are not many works providing such a detailed outlook
on the apartments’ mass appraisal. In spite of some limitations of the study,
we presented new methods for achieving the reduction of errors when setting
the offering prices in the Czech Republic.
Even though the thesis presented some alternative concepts of price predictions, we did not exploit by far all know methods. A variety of ML algorithms
that could be applied to the property data is quite wide, and this paper could
serve just as an entry point into the whole problematics. We saw that enriching
structured data by textual or graphical content hides immense opportunities
which will be surely used in the future.
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Appendix A
List of Variables
Table A.1: List of variables - part 1
Name

Variable category

Note

N

price
latitude
longitude
floor
apartment_area
garden_area
annuity
building_height
city_centre
bus_public_transport
train
post_office
school
shop
restaurant
atm
pharmacy
sports_ground
tram
metro
topped
garage
cellar
balcony
terrace
enclosed_balcony
swimming_pool
disposition
material
condition
ownership
building_energy
district
region
prg_district
city
description
agency
locality
price_note

Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
POI - Numerical
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Binary
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Textual
Textual
Textual
Textual

offering price

16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
13307
15810
8502
8051
8336
8332
8340
8345
8118
8076
7839
4558
3203
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
14244
16018
16018
5179
15985
16018
16018
16018
8078

annuity
total number of floors
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
distance in meters
extra paid advertising

apartment disposition
main construction material

building energy efficiency

Prague city district

street/address

A. List of Variables

II
Table A.2: List of variables - part 2

Name
last_floor
first_floor
ownership_private
ownership_cooperative
ownership_state
material_brick
material_panel
material_skeleton
material_assembled
material_mixed
material_wood
material_stone
condition_very_good
condition_good
condition_new_homes
condition_renovated
condition_for_renovation
condition_developer_projects
condition_under_construction
condition_poor_condition
type_11
type_1kt
type_21
type_2kt
type_31
type_3kt
type_41
type_4kt
type_51
type_5kt
type_6more
type_unusual
prague
brno

Variable category
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated

Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy

Note

N

type - 1+1
type - 1+kt
type - 2+1
type - 2+kt
type - 3+1
type - 3+kt
type - 4+1
type - 4+kt
type - 5+1
type - 5+kt
type - 6 and more
type - unusual
located in Prague
located in Brno

13307
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018
16018

Appendix B
OLS Models Outputs
Table B.1: Non-Prague OLS model
Dependent variable:
price
poi

inf

best

bus_public_transport
193 (146)
train
118∗∗∗ (28)
100∗∗∗ (26)
post_office
292∗∗∗ (57)
274∗∗∗ (54)
school
4 (67)
shop
238∗∗ (105)
200∗∗ (93)
restaurant
−582∗∗∗ (100)
−529∗∗∗ (92)
∗∗∗
atm
−199
(59)
−225∗∗∗ (56)
pharmacy
145∗∗ (67)
183∗∗∗ (61)
sports_ground
−40 (29)
city_centre
−7 (10)
−12∗∗ (5)
first_floor
−93, 505 (179, 269)
−22, 325 (135, 673)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
last_floor
−148, 514
(51, 325)
−305, 506
(33, 484)
−155, 475∗∗∗ (47, 736)
type_1kt
155, 415∗∗ (61, 114)
166, 743∗∗∗ (43, 436)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
type_21
−243, 104
(62, 309)
−329, 835
(46, 014)
−303, 034∗∗∗ (60, 692)
type_2kt
266, 462∗∗∗ (62, 939)
243, 052∗∗∗ (46, 751)
194, 534∗∗∗ (58, 236)
type_31
−206, 247∗∗ (84, 822)
−392, 053∗∗∗ (69, 370)
−270, 020∗∗∗ (86, 542)
type_3kt
515, 960∗∗∗ (97, 798)
422, 478∗∗∗ (78, 752)
431, 109∗∗∗ (98, 263)
type_41
−334, 921∗∗ (133, 410)
−519, 476∗∗∗ (105, 506)
−383, 179∗∗∗ (135, 155)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
type_4kt
1, 384, 483
(186, 318)
978, 165
(139, 935)
1, 308, 136∗∗∗ (188, 967)
type_51
−783, 572∗∗∗ (248, 832)
−988, 078∗∗∗ (260, 596)
−804, 934∗∗∗ (240, 240)
type_5kt
1, 176, 695 (923, 768)
1, 105, 211∗∗∗ (424, 971)
775, 345 (799, 750)
type_6more
1, 018, 507 (1, 416, 627)
−906, 247 (885, 467)
∗∗∗
∗
type_unusual
−1, 120, 349
(398, 303)
−640, 408 (362, 231)
−1, 265, 627∗∗∗ (387, 381)
garden_area
426 (259)
134 (269)
condition_developer_projects
546, 421∗∗∗ (172, 904)
156, 647∗∗ (62, 044)
586, 184∗∗∗ (174, 272)
condition_new_homes
376, 854∗∗∗ (87, 279)
385, 267∗∗∗ (59, 157)
484, 301∗∗∗ (83, 408)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
condition_renovated
252, 607
(49, 183)
300, 745
(39, 657)
260, 229∗∗∗ (47, 706)
condition_very_good
139, 204∗∗∗ (38, 288)
131, 480∗∗∗ (27, 716)
128, 148∗∗∗ (37, 097)
condition_poor_condition
12, 131 (52, 347)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
condition_for_renovation
−331, 025
(74, 328)
−294, 530
(69, 280)
−326, 819∗∗∗ (71, 305)
material_panel
−215, 027∗∗∗ (46, 958)
−263, 369∗∗∗ (30, 824)
−208, 335∗∗∗ (42, 213)
material_mixed
−30, 149 (77, 553)
140, 766∗∗ (64, 425)
material_skeleton
182, 188 (111, 751)
55, 466 (98, 143)
material_stone
3, 754, 022∗∗∗ (885, 327)
material_assembled
23, 751 (175, 452)
−562, 233∗∗∗ (208, 151)
material_wood
−758, 245∗ (387, 854)
−653, 716∗∗∗ (151, 128)
ownership_cooperative
90, 608 (102, 711)
−109, 865 (189, 818)
∗∗∗
ownership_private
587, 257
(97, 315)
354, 698∗ (189, 961)
505, 013∗∗∗ (36, 271)
cellar
−53, 769 (36, 977)
−91, 887∗∗∗ (27, 593)
garage
609, 990∗∗∗ (114, 693)
310, 848∗∗∗ (62, 309)
622, 653∗∗∗ (109, 980)
balcony
232, 138∗∗∗ (43, 420)
218, 943∗∗∗ (31, 953)
204, 177∗∗∗ (38, 841)
∗
enclosed_balcony
67, 602 (42, 597)
52, 649 (30, 712)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
terrace
588, 144
(110, 981)
495, 402
(69, 551)
541, 360∗∗∗ (105, 677)
floor
29, 392∗∗∗ (10, 493)
49, 119∗∗∗ (6, 462)
33, 613∗∗∗ (9, 765)
topped
134, 108∗∗∗ (32, 956)
125, 597∗∗∗ (24, 356)
134, 055∗∗∗ (31, 811)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
longitude
−46, 575
(9, 609)
−59, 981
(7, 136)
−36, 194∗∗∗ (9, 032)
latitude
−506, 229∗∗∗ (37, 077)
−515, 858∗∗∗ (28, 213)
−446, 848∗∗∗ (34, 610)
building_energy
−22, 402∗∗ (9, 094)
−37, 370∗∗∗ (7, 417)
−29, 792∗∗∗ (8, 869)
apartment_area
28, 896∗∗∗ (1, 808)
34, 975∗∗∗ (1, 662)
28, 905∗∗∗ (1, 795)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
Constant
25, 452, 670
(1, 918, 940) 26, 426, 379
(1, 472, 142) 22, 489, 979∗∗∗ (1, 779, 766)
Observations
941,733.600 (df = 3487)
F Statistic
Note:

3,301
∗∗∗

144.028

8,029
∗∗∗

(df = 47; 3253) 322.400

3,520
∗∗∗

(df = 40; 7988) 218.641
∗

(df = 32; 3487)

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

B. OLS Models Outputs

IV
Table B.2: Prague OLS model
Dependent variable:
price
poi

inf

best

bus_public_transport
418∗ (250)
train
−44 (53)
post_office
−739∗∗∗ (121)
−662∗∗∗ (79)
school
−403∗∗ (167)
shop
378∗ (197)
restaurant
−477 (301)
atm
−100 (198)
pharmacy
619∗∗∗ (181)
sports_ground
107 (85)
tram
−45 (45)
metro
−154∗∗∗ (46)
−177∗∗∗ (33)
city_centre
−306∗∗∗ (19)
−285∗∗∗ (11)
−290∗∗∗ (13)
first_floor
−340, 610 (307, 466)
294, 510 (372, 502)
last_floor
−1, 908 (118, 600)
136, 319 (99, 749)
type_1kt
82, 903 (129, 974)
188, 953 (116, 808)
type_21
178, 454 (164, 557)
212, 359 (140, 891)
type_2kt
520, 285∗∗∗ (133, 811)
601, 223∗∗∗ (117, 814)
341, 182∗∗∗ (61, 808)
type_31
364, 798∗ (209, 701)
534, 604∗∗∗ (182, 728)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
type_3kt
1, 035, 914
(186, 189)
1, 160, 948
(157, 337)
759, 069∗∗∗ (100, 139)
type_41
1, 267, 315∗∗∗ (400, 691)
1, 169, 207∗∗∗ (320, 029)
560, 006∗ (289, 933)
type_4kt
1, 792, 935∗∗∗ (309, 820)
1, 787, 076∗∗∗ (257, 142)
1, 374, 557∗∗∗ (202, 571)
type_51
−259, 216 (784, 227)
136, 349 (634, 799)
type_5kt
3, 180, 685∗∗∗ (570, 801)
2, 961, 077∗∗∗ (540, 830)
2, 661, 000∗∗∗ (491, 607)
type_6more
type_unusual
770, 947 (1, 274, 760)
1, 163, 853 (823, 358)
garden_area
−200 (307)
−59 (230)
∗∗∗
condition_developer_projects
589, 111
(163, 550)
520, 915∗∗∗ (115, 296)
∗
∗∗∗
condition_new_homes
189, 023 (103, 816)
262, 647
(80, 837)
condition_renovated
34, 342 (119, 226)
92, 357 (99, 876)
condition_very_good
−145, 232 (92, 062)
−99, 662 (73, 450)
−252, 412∗∗∗ (72, 179)
condition_poor_condition
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
condition_for_renovation
−739, 632
(200, 562)
−608, 673
(173, 046)
−853, 763∗∗∗ (178, 044)
material_panel
−508, 264∗∗∗ (108, 490)
−805, 649∗∗∗ (83, 611)
−777, 674∗∗∗ (75, 288)
∗∗∗
∗∗
material_mixed
275, 906
(102, 947)
207, 784
(83, 819)
158, 900∗∗ (66, 885)
material_skeleton
115, 889 (167, 274)
−7, 169 (115, 323)
material_stone
material_assembled
525, 007 (1, 178, 926)
−5, 412 (339, 341)
material_wood
ownership_cooperative
−205, 958 (275, 850)
−377, 531 (297, 751)
ownership_private
632, 814∗∗ (259, 928)
596, 479∗∗ (289, 310)
cellar
−28, 354 (76, 658)
−23, 799 (61, 281)
garage
310, 672∗∗∗ (86, 254)
279, 829∗∗∗ (76, 784)
289, 699∗∗∗ (81, 288)
∗∗∗
balcony
236, 308
(78, 041)
84, 073 (68, 606)
354, 616∗∗∗ (67, 855)
enclosed_balcony
−146, 712∗ (83, 807)
−173, 888∗∗ (71, 524)
terrace
420, 267∗∗∗ (119, 729)
279, 316∗∗∗ (99, 016)
475, 031∗∗∗ (101, 988)
floor
45, 470∗∗∗ (14, 936)
53, 668∗∗∗ (12, 445)
40, 140∗∗∗ (12, 711)
topped
−50, 209 (79, 027)
−2, 917 (61, 366)
longitude
−6, 936, 650∗∗∗ (601, 092)
−4, 193, 749∗∗∗ (382, 964)
−6, 164, 880∗∗∗ (476, 692)
latitude
7, 215, 193∗∗∗ (1, 263, 739)
2, 726, 542∗∗∗ (707, 149)
5, 485, 380∗∗∗ (1, 031, 778)
building_energy
17, 237 (18, 929)
17, 666 (14, 940)
apartment_area
68, 223∗∗∗ (3, 617)
66, 863∗∗∗ (3, 013)
71, 697∗∗∗ (2, 072)
Constant
−259, 091, 818∗∗∗ (59, 645, 676) −74, 308, 236∗∗ (33, 023, 013) −182, 797, 432∗∗∗ (48, 248, 494)
Observations
1,550,315.000 (df = 3012)
F Statistic
Note:

2,402

3,740

3,032

182.426∗∗∗ (df = 47; 2354)

317.585∗∗∗ (df = 36; 3703)

529.711∗∗∗ (df = 19; 3012)
∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Appendix C
Random Forests Outputs
Figure C.1: Variables’ importance - Prague random forests model

C. Random Forests Outputs
Figure C.2: Variables’ importance - non-Prague random forests model
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